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About This Game

You are a wandering peasant, you have heard news of an ancient dungeon ruin discovered nearby a town with many hidden
treasures, enough to make oneself a king. However it has also been reported that the notorious Kobolds, beasts, murderers,

thieves and evil wizards have taken refuge within the dungeon over the years. It will be no easy task. You walk into the town
tavern to meet with others to join in on your quest

Are you ready to step into the world of Kobold Slayer?
Kobold Slayer brings back the classic game play of the 3D fantasy role playing dungeon genre.

Traverse a multi-floored 3d dungeon with monsters and traps around every corner.

Build a party of Fighters, Sorcerers, Thieves, Ninja's and Samurai to face the various foes lurking the dungeons.

Do combat with a vast number of originally designed monsters with a number of weapons, armors and items scrolls.

Just like the old 3d dungeon games, the difficulty is set to high on default. It may take hours, even days to level your
characters, and find the rare drop you need to defeat enemies that grow more powerful the deeper you traverse into the
dungeon.

Constantly face the risk of permanent death. Once a character dies he/she must be revived by the temple monks, but
only after paying a hefty fee is one able to use their services. There is still a risk of the monks failing the incantation
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leading to permanently losing your character.

42 spell books and spells to find and learn

Over 70 rare weapons, armor, accessories, and items randomly dropped by enemies.

Build unique party members with different character traits and classes.

8 different classes to choose from (Fighter, Mage, Priest, Thief, Bishop, Ninja, Samurai, Lord)

Job change system. Change your characters job by obtaining job scrolls. Customize your character to become the
ultimate dungeon warrior.

RPG Battle system designed to promote tactical gameplay. One wrong move can lead to the death of your entire party!

The character customization, the risk of permanent death, the vast number of monsters, many with magical powers equal to your
own; traps, teleports, and puzzles and much more will keep you on your toes for many hours of fun.
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Title: Kobold Slayer
Genre: Adventure, RPG
Developer:
Montino
Publisher:
Montino
Release Date: 25 Nov, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Microsoft® Windows® 7/8/8.1/10 (32bit/64bit)

Processor: Intel Core2 Duo or better

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 9/OpenGL 4.1 capable GPU

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 1 GB available space

Additional Notes: 1280x768 or better Display

English
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kobold slayer. goblin slayer kobold

A really shameless wizardry clone. Almost everything is a clone of it and it seems, that there are even no new ideas at the game.

This is nothing wrong, better a good clone that a wizardry game that is made worse with bad ideas.
But the game itself is made with RPG Maker, the visuals dont really match (it seems to be made of different free art styles).
The most confusing thing are the char portraits at the dungeon crawling. Too big and they reduce the screen a lot.

The controls are not good either.

The balancing seems bad too. I walked into the dungeon, almost 10 minutes without any fight. Then finally a fight (one enemy).
Then the next step the next fight. Again an easy one. Then a new step the next fight. Impossible one, i got killed from 5 other
enemies at the first round.

Bad controls, bad mismatching art style and it seems no balancing at all.

The game is cheap, i like hard games and the old wizardry style.
So i will give the game a new chance at my next holidays.
Maybe i give it a thumps up later, but i doubt it. This feels like a rushed game without any real soul or investment. Like a
programmer has simply used a real good formula (wizardry) and put it together with all free or cheap media that he or she could
found.
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